Welding Engineer
Columbus, OH
$80,000-$90,000+
Job ID 25518

This product development and manufacturing company is looking to add on a talented welding engineer who is searching for a unique opportunity where they can develop processes for a variety of products. The company is growing, and they are very excited about the future. They offer an excellent work environment right here in Columbus.

Why should you apply?
100% education reimbursement
Generous PTO package
Family Oriented workplace
Yearly bonus

As a Welding Engineer you will:
Research, design, and develop aspects of the welding manufacturing processes for this state-of-the-art facility. Process include Laser, Electron Beam, TiG and more
Use your knowledge of continuous improvement, process improvement, and space layout to optimize the welding manufacturing process
Conduct process and product analyses to reduce costs using your knowledge of fabrication, assembly methods, quality standards, materials and lean methods
Implement changes to improve processes and ensure product lines achieve best practice

Requirements for the Welding Engineer:
BS in Welding Engineer, other degrees will be consider with addition welding experience
Experience with a variety of welding processes
Previous experience utilizing Lean methodologies
Strong interpersonal skills

If you are interested in talking about this opportunity, please email me a copy of your resume and let me know when you can talk.

Thank you and have a great day!

Bradley McDaniel
Omni One
Business Development - Recruiting Manager
614.401-5250
bradley.mcdaniel@omnione.com